
COSMETICS



Delicate touch for all seasons.



Our Garden Above The Clouds

Welcome to Jardin des Monts…

When we first fell under the spell of this rundown farm in 2009, the gardens 

were all but abandoned and overtaken by nature. Our goal has always been to 

maintain their natural beauty and purity whilst taming them a little.

The remote location of the gardens did not hold us back, knowing that 

anything of value requires effort. Mother Nature made this the perfect place 

for growing some of the finest aromatic herbs and medicinal plants. So, as a 

team, we rebuilt the old farmhouse and cleared the paths. 

Today, we continue to walk the gardens, nurturing and growing the perfect, 

all-natural ingredients we use in our ranges.
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Hand-Crafted Perfection 

We make finest quality products by hand.

Cultivating and harvesting our plants by hand allows us to know exactly 

when they are ripe and ready. Hand-picking ingredients ensures only the 

right part of the flower, or leaf, is selected and gently plucking, so only their 

natural goodness goes into our recipes – with no stems or unwanted foliage 

to dilute or contaminate.

Handcrafting is also translated into the making of our products, immersing 

our ingredients in oils or alcohol, turning them each day to gently extract their 

goodness before being blended into our creams and lotions.

We maintain traditions inspired by herbalism to create products of exquisite 

quality that are…simply better.
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Natural Like Me

We are uncompromising when it comes to ensuring that our products are 

natural and organically certified, giving you complete confidence in our quality. 

All the herbal and medicinal plants used in our product ranges are grown in 

our gardens, so we personally know their source and history – traceability is a 

mere walk along the terraces and paths surrounding our flowerbeds.

We do need support with ingredients that can’t be produced in our garden, 

like the oils and alcohol used to extract the goodness from our flowers. In these 

situations, we source ingredients from accredited organic farms to ensure that 

we achieve the exacting standards of organic and NaTrue* certification and 

product assurance.

Whether it is a rejuvenating skin cream or soothing lip balm, we guarantee 

it is as nature intended, and as natural as you.

Our Edelweiss and Masterwort ranges are NaTrue accredited,  
whilst all our products are organically certified

AB - CDE-999
Non-EU Agriculture
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Time To Care

We take our time so you can live life to the fullest, confident that you have the 

finest, all-natural ingredients for your wellness.

Our time is shaped by the seasons. In the Spring, we climb the rocky steps 

to peel away the layers of straw that protect our plants and prepare the soil 

to sow and plant our gardens.

In the Summer we harvest the plants, selecting and picking them individually 

like fruit, only when ripe and ready. To capture all of nature’s goodness, we 

waste no time drying the flowers and leaves to use them in the preparation 

for our ranges. 

In the Autumn we prepare our product ranges. Stems and unwanted leaves 

are discarded so that only the best parts of the flower are selected, then sieved 

and blended into our lotions and balms

When the mountains are blanketed in snow, we cover our flowerbeds 

with straw and begin redesigning the garden for the following season, rotating 

the crops. 

And then the Spring comes around once more…
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Simply Beautiful &  
Beautifully Simple

Each of the herbal flowers and medicinal plants grown in our gardens has 

unique benefits. Our skincare products are designed to take advantage of 

these qualities.

Edelweiss face and body creams are packed with antioxidants to rejuvenate 

and purify all skin types, day and night.

The healing qualities of fast-absorbing Masterwart help repair, protect 

and replenish damaged skin.

Calming Calendula is added to our soaps and balms for a smoothing and 

soothing effect on the most delicate skin.

Wild-picked Silver Fir is energising, like a walk in the forest, and used in 

our body rubs or as a revitalising massage oil.

Marjoram provides a relaxing, calming effect, perfect for bath salts or 

massage oils at the end of the day.

Our product range is concise, but offers all you need to take care of your 

skin – young or old – and to be simply beautiful and beautifully simple.
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Edelweiss

Rare Beauty

Bursting with antioxidants, Edelweiss provides our product range with its 

natural anti-aging properties for all skin types. Easily absorbed, it leaves the 

skin moisturised and rejuvenated, protecting against the toughest conditions 

while preventing irritation and ensuring a supple, firm complexion.

Rare and protected, Edelweiss grows abundantly in our gardens. This 

resilient flower loves the pure mountain air and harsh natural surroundings. Its 

hardiness is at the source of the unique properties the enhance efficaciousness 

of our skincare range.

SELECTION

Picking flowers is an art. We usually begin in June, but always late in the day, 

as the sun dips and the air grows cool. The tiny yellow stamen must be in 

full bloom to release all their goodness. We soak them in oils or alcohol for 

weeks, manually turning them every day to slowly extract all the benefits of 

their antioxidants.
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P R E C I O U S  FA C E  C R E A M

This smooth, velvety cream combines some 

of nature’s leading active ingredients to 

prevent visible signs of aging for all skin 

types, day and night.

Edelweiss Precious Cream helps hydrate, 

revitalise and protect the skin’s elasticity 

with pleasant smoothness. It improves the 

appearance of wrinkles and prevents photo-

aging by increasing the regenerative power 

of epidermal cells.

Glass jar 45 ml

Dermatologically tested

P R E C I O U S  E L I X I R

Our smooth elixir combines Edelweiss with 

natural oils to repair damaged skin. 

This exceptionally youthful Elixir hydrates, 

protects and softens the skin, delivering 

the precious fatty acids and antioxidants it 

needs for regeneration.

Glass bottle 30 ml

Dermatologically tested

P R E C I O U S  C L E A N S I N G  O I L

This deep cleansing oil combines the 

benefits of Edelweiss from our gardens 

with Jojoba oil. 

Helping remove make-up and the impurities 

accumulated during the day, this oil 

moisturizes and regenerates the skin as an 

indispensable step in your daily beauty ritual.

Gglass bottle with pump 100 ml

Dermatologically tested
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P R E C I O U S  F L O R A L  W AT E R

Our Floral Water is the perfect preparation 

for your skin prior to applying make-up or 

at the end of the day.

Rebalancing your pH, it freshens even the 

most demanding skin. Containing a trio of 

Rose, Edelweiss and Lavender flowers, it 

revives skin after the harshness of the day 

and leaves a dewy floral aroma.

glass bottle with pump 150 ml

Dermatologically tested

L I P  B A L M

Soft, protected lips all day long. This 

intensive balm brings together the protective 

qualities of Edelweiss and the softening and 

smoothing benefits of Chamomile.

The association of beeswax and Edelweiss 

provides a layer of protection that lasts all 

day long to leave your lips infinitely soft 

and kissable.

Glass jar 6 g

Dermatologically tested

B O D Y  B A L M

This balm is enriched with precious 

Edelweiss extract to soothe and soften 

the skin.

Its silky-smooth, creamy texture offers a 

pure moment of suppleness and well-being.

Glass jar 190 ml

Dermatologically tested
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Impératoire

Protect & Care

Masterwort grows wild around our gardens as a simple testament to the perfect 

conditions on the mountain. This traditional, medicinal alpine-plant has been 

prized for its healing qualities by generations of local farmers. We continue 

to pick the wildflowers from the ravines around the chalet, but we have also 

planted and cultivated them on our terraces for years. Our hand-care range is 

based on this elegant plant’s rejuvenating energy, which quickly repairs and 

protects dry skin, leaving a velvety smooth finish.

SELECTION 

Boasting the ideal level of nutrients, these beautiful plants reach maturity two 

to three years after planting. In Autumn, when the early rains soften the soil 

and their leaves begin to fall, all the benefits concentrate in the roots, and so 

we can begin our harvest.
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H A N D  C R E A M

A light and smooth hand cream for daily use 

that ensures even the most dry, damaged 

skin is repaired and becomes supple to the 

touch. It is the prized healing qualities of 

this traditional alpine root that rejuvenates 

the skin’s cells and creates a silky soft touch. 

Absorbed quickly, it can be applied as often 

as needed.

Tube 75 ml

Dermatologically tested

H A N D  B A L M

This intensive skin balm is inspired by the 

healing qualities of Masterwort to create a 

protective layer upon application. Gently 

rubbed in over dry skin areas throughout 

the day, or used as a night-time treatment, 

it repairs skin to leave the hands feeling 

delicately protected and silky soft. Also 

perfect for rough skin areas like elbows, 

knees and feet.

Glass jar 30ml

Dermatologically tested
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Calendula

Delicate & Soothing

Calendula is the vibrant siren that steals the attention of all who pass through 

our gardens. Yet we do not grow it for its happy bright-orange colours, but 

for her delicate, pampering qualities, perfectly suited for all skin types. We 

designed our range of soaps and soothing balms to provide skincare, face 

and body, with cleansing benefits for sensitive skins of all ages.

SELECTION 

Calendula blooms throughout the summer. We know that the time is exactly 

right for harvesting when we hear excited bees buzzing around Calendula 

flowerbeds. The flowers close at night to replenish their energy, but around 

mid-morning, just as the heat of the day rises, they awaken and unfurl. This is 

our cue to begin carefully hand-picking, one at a time, with the bees happily 

flitting between the flowerheads.
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S O O T H I N G  B A L M

Our multi-purpose balm for children and 

adults protects and soothes delicate areas of 

the face and body. We do this by extracting 

all the sweetness of our freshly picked 

Calendula petals to craft soothing formulas 

that provide daily skincare benefits for all 

skin types, even the most sensitive.

Easy to carry in its lightweight aluminum 

box, it fits in any handbag and is ideal for 

taking with you when you travel!

45 ml

Dermatologically tested

M I L D  S O A P 

We extract all the sweetness of the freshly 

picked Calendula petals to craft our soothing 

formulas that provide daily skincare benefits 

for all skin types, even the most sensitive. 

This soothing, extra-soft soap is enriched 

with organic goat milk from our Alpine 

pastures to deliver daily hand and body care.

Approx. 80 g

Dermatologically tested 
Fragrance free
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Sapin Blanc

Uplifting & Invigorating

The aroma of Silver Fir evokes childhood memories of walks through Alpine 

forests, unmistakable for their fresh, energising scents. These qualities are 

highlighted in our range of massage oils, bath salts and body scrubs. Their 

invigorating and purifying natural oils help leave behind the pressures of the 

day or restore your energy for the evening ahead.

The double-extraction method is used to remove the essential oils and 

combine them in our product ranges to boost the benefits of Silver Fir.

SELECTION 

Silver Fir grows wild and in abundance all round the Jardin des Monts. Walking 

up to the chalet, we can see the new budding shoots and pine needles 

throughout the Spring and Summer months. These young, fresh shoots have 

all the purifying qualities that we look for in our ingredients.
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B O D Y  S C R U B

The sugar, salt and poppy seed exfoliating 

complex in this body scrub guarantees an 

effective, revitalising massage. Enriched 

with soothing Calendula extract and 

Mango butter, it leaves skin perfectly soft 

and smooth.

Take a journey to the heart of our mountain 

forests and enjoy the revitalising energy of 

its centennial trees, brought to you by our 

Silver Fir.

PET jar 200 ml

Dermatologically tested

B AT H  S A LT S

These bath salts have three ingredients, each 

selected for their unique qualities. Energising 

Silver Fir relieves fatigue to stimulate your 

senses. Sea salt and Calendula deliver 

gentle skincare benefits. Together, they 

pleasantly tone and invigorate even the 

most delicate skin.

Take a journey to the heart of our mountain 

forests and enjoy the revitalising energy of 

its centennial trees, brought to you by our 

Silver Fir.

Glass jar 330 g with wooden spoon

M A S S A G E  O I L

This energising massage oil relieves fatigue 

and promotes clear breathing. The essential-

oil scented combination of four organic plant 

oils offers total massage benefits and leaves 

the skin feeling soft and silky smooth. Its 

texture makes it easy to dress immediately 

after the massage.

Take a journey to the heart of our mountain 

forests and enjoy the revitalising energy of 

its centennial trees, brought to you by our 

Silver Fir.

Glass bottle 100 ml

Dermatologically tested
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Marjolaine

Relax & Unwind

Marjoram has distinct calming and relaxing qualities, perfect at the end of a 

stressful day. This herb is prized for its essential oils, featured in our massage oils, 

bath salts and shower creams. They provide a perfect contrast to our refreshing 

and energising Silver Fir range, by relaxing and soothing the mind and soul.

We use a double extraction method on the essential oils, which are 

combined in our products to boost the benefits of Marjoram.

SELECTION 

The rich, dark green leaves of this medicinal herb are topped with a vibrant 

purple flower. We crop the leaves during summer, just as the heat of the day 

is rising and the dew has evaporated.
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B AT H  S A LT S

Melt away the tensions and stresses of 

the day with these organic, scented bath 

salts that contain Marjoram essential oils 

to help you relax. Combined with sea salt 

and Calendula from our garden, they deliver 

gentle skincare action, creating a pleasant 

sense of wellbeing.

Glass jar 330 g with wooden spoon

S H O W E R  C R E A M

Relaxing after a busy day is enhanced by the 

essential oils of Marjoram that are crafted 

into our calming shower cream. The herbal 

scent combines with rich, fatty-acids to 

leave skin silky-smooth while preserving 

its natural balance.

Bottle 250 ml

Dermatologically tested

M A S S A G E  O I L

This relaxing massage oil is formulated 

with a harmonious balance of organic and 

essential oils and scented with Marjoram 

to provide the ultimate calming massage 

experience that will relieve stress and leave 

your skin feeling silky soft.

Glass bottle 100 ml

Dermatologically tested
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Le Mont-Dessous, Ch. du Mont 7
1658 Rossinière - Suisse

+41 26 510 23 25

www.jardindesmonts.ch


